Mash Up Game

To make the Game
Print out 2 copies of both A4 sheets of the set of cards. Stick them both to some cardboard e.g the side of a cereal box. Keep the sheet with the potato descriptions intact. Cut out the individual cards from the sheet with just the images.

How to Play
You can play as a whole class or as a game for 2 people.

For 2 players. Both players have the intact whole sheet of cards and a set of the individual cards. Both players choose a tattie card. The object of the game is to find which tattie your opponent has chosen.

Players place their chosen card onto a small plate face down. Each player takes turns to ask questions to identify the other player’s chosen tattie by a process of elimination. Questions must be based on the information on the card. Each player has up to 4 questions to correctly identify their opponent’s chosen tattie. Players should cover over any tatties that have been eliminated from consideration. The set of individual cards can be used for this. The first player to correctly identify their opponent’s tattie wins the round. If after 4 questions the tattie on the plate has not been identified then that round has been won by the player that chose the tattie. You can play as many rounds as you want to find a winner.

For a whole class. It is like how to play for 2 players, but you may need a few more sets of cards, a set per table perhaps. A single person plays against the rest of the class. It is the single person that chooses the type of tattie. They do not try to guess anyone else’s tattie. The others in the class put their hand up to ask a question. The single player, or the teacher picks people to ask their question. Pupils must pay attention to the questions asked by their classmates to correctly eliminate the incorrect options. Rounds can be won by teams of pupils on a table.

Image credits: WCF Horticulture
**Shetland Black**
Second Early Maturity
Purple Skin, Purple Internal Ring
Light Texture
Heritage Variety

**Belle de Fontenay**
Main Crop Maturity
Pale yellow, fingerling
Smooth Texture
Old & Rare variety from France

**Caledonian Rose**
Main Crop Maturity
Smooth skinned and uniform crop
Striking Red, Oval
Excellent disease resistance

**Elfe**
Second Early Maturity
Sweet, Buttery taste
Smooth-skinned & uniform crop
Good disease resistance

**Rocket**
First Early Maturity
Harvested very, very early
White, round
Ideal for growing in pots

**Red Duke of York**
First Early Maturity
Red, Round
Strikingly beautiful plant
Superb flavour

**Caledonian Pearl**
Second early maturity
White, oval
Lots of baby potatoes
Excellent disease resistance

**Pentland Javelin**
First Early Maturity
White, round
Easy to grow
Heritage – bred in Edinburgh

**Osprey**
Main Crop Maturity
Cream with pink eyes, oval
Robust and easy to grow
High yield, great all-rounder

**Marvel**
Main Crop Maturity
Robust and easy to grow
Pale yellow, oval
Huge yields of large potatoes

**Kestrel**
Second Early Maturity
White, oval
Striking purple eyes
Versatile and tasty

**Isle of Jura**
Main Crop Maturity
Purple Skin, Purple Internal Ring
Light Texture
Heritage Variety

**Innovator**
Second Early Maturity
Russet, long oval
Perfect for American-style home fries
Very versatile

**Salad Blue**
Second Early Maturity
Blue skin, oval
Floury, good for mash and chips
Heritage Variety from the 1900s

**Gemson**
Second Early Maturity
Lots of baby potatoes
White, round
Easy to grow

**Jazzy**
Second Early Maturity
Pale yellow, fingerling
High yield and fine texture
Salad-type Variety